Royal University for Women announces  "RUW Conference on Women and Society".

Collaboration with our Strategic Partner West Virginia University

Academic Vice President Dr. Mona Suri

Royal University for Women announces the RUW Conference on Women and Society to be held on 19-20 April 2016. This conference is an endeavor in celebrating Royal University for Women's Journey of excellence.

Under the patronage of Her Royal Highness Princess Sabeeka Bint Ibrahim Al-Khalifa, President of the Supreme Council for Women and on the occasion of tenth anniversary of Dr. Joyce McConnell, Provost WVU. The provost and the four scholars who will be accompanying her will present research papers in the areas of law, Women Studies, IT and Business.

Since 2012, RUW has been holding the Workshop on Forensic Accounting & Fraud Examination. Further an exhibition by College of Art and Design will also be organized.

RUW is a Women's University located in Jeddah, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

RUW receives Ms. Cameron Kashani, Entrepreneur and Godmother of Silicon Beach.

West Virginia University Exec. Director of Intl. Programs for Global Relations visits RUW.
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On March 05, Royal University for Women (RUW) held a nation wide carnival in celebration of its tenth year anniversary at its auditorium. This initiative is a part of a student exchange program among Royal University for Women and West Virginia University, USA. The goal of this initiative is to promote the cultural ties between the United States of America, and the University, USA.

On March 3, a delegation consisting of President of Royal University for Women Prof. Mazin Jumaah, Academic Vice President, and the RUW student Ms. Shadya Al Tamimi, a RUW Student welcoming speech from Prof. Mazin Jumaah, President of Royal University for Women, who welcomed the participants.

The meeting was fruitful with RUW receiving support for several projects including the collaborative ties and future projects. RUW Carnival Celebrations; university celebrates its tenth year anniversary.